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TAP HAPPY! lights up Naples’ Mardi Gras night

Taking the stage for the whimsical, jazzy “Frim Fram Sauce” are saucy troupers (l-r): Cindy Hile, Marie
Castle, Sharon Jackson, Diane Andrick, Cindy Padgett (teacher/choreographer and show emcee), Greer White,
Larissa Sgarlato and Sherry Jouannet. ReCreation Tappers presented its 2020 TAP HAPPY! show on Feb. 25,
a beautiful, balmy Mardi Gras evening in downtown Naples, to a welcoming crowd.
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It’s the tap truth
Nothing puts a spring in your
step, a smile on your face,
a song in your heart like tap
dancing – here’s why
By Jan Drummond, President
From the Sept. 22, 2017
issue of Tap Dance
magazine comes this
uplifting and timely
reminder of why we love
tap so much (hint: it’s
“forgiving,” joyful and
noisy – and that’s just for
a start!).

Everyone can do it. Tap dance is popular
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among the preschool set, senior citizens and
everyone in between. Whether you are a young
child just starting dance lessons, or an adult who has
always secretly wanted to try, there is a class and a
level for you. Tap dance is not a traditionally
“girly” dance form either. Many famous tappers
today are men who make tap dance look decidedly
masculine. Check out Savion Glover or the hit show
“Tap Dogs.” Tap dance can be adapted for every
fitness level and skill level. And it still looks and
sounds terrific.

Tap dance makes lots of noise! Whether
you are 3 or 103, everyone loves to make a little
noise now and then. Tap dancing can be a uniquely
satisfying physical and emotional release because of
its ability to produce sound. For children who are
constantly being told to sit down and be quiet, being
allowed to stand up and make noise can be
particularly cathartic. Tap dance holds the same
therapeutic benefits for teens, adults, seniors,
anyone looking to find their voice.

Tap dance makes you smarter. Tap

Words of Wisdom for Dancers
“Take more chances – dance more dances.”
--Anonymous

dancing consists of learning rhythm patterns.
Learning and memorizing patterns is a great
workout for your brain. And it’s all math.
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Repeating, reversing and counting the rhythm patterns reinforces math concepts that younger students are
learning in school. And for the adults and seniors… we all know that mental exercise promotes healthy brain
activity and can help ward off disorders such as Alzheimer’s and dementia. So, get tapping!

Tap dance is a great workout. Learn a few basic patterns and you are off to a great cardio workout.
Tap dance gets the heart rate up in a way that’s way more enjoyable than a jog around the block. It tones the
major muscle groups in the legs and core and is a super fun way to stay in shape.

Tap dance works the core for improved balance. Knowing where the body’s weight should be
and when to shift the weight from one foot to the other is essential for proper tap technique. One of the first
things you should learn in any tap class is proper weight placement over the balls of the feet with soft knees and
an engaged core. Training the muscle memory in this way improves balance, coordination and control. And the
benefits of a strong core are numerous, including less back pain and risk of falling.

Tap dance is steeped in history.

American masters such as Leonard Reed and Bill Robinson shaped
the dance form into what it is today. Tap dance is very much an oral and demonstrated tradition with skills,
steps and choreography passed from teacher to student for generations. There is a certain reverence for the
masters that motivates and inspires students even today. The legendary Shim Sham Shimmy has been done by
tap dancers for over 100 years, and still entertains and inspires those who see it just as it did in Vaudeville
times.

Tap dance is the only dance genre meant to be heard. Learning to tap dance is basically
learning to play an instrument. Rhythm patterns and clear sounds make this art form intriguing to the ear.
Couple that with upper body movement and traveling around the stage, and you’ve got a feast for the senses.
The audience can not only enjoy the visual creativity of the performance, but also the rhythm patterns over the
chosen music, or even the tappers making music all by themselves. It adds a whole new dimension to the art of
dance.

Tap dance is portable. While many dance genres need a wide-open space for performance, tap dance is
traditionally quite humble, fitting itself into life and appearing on street corners, in dance halls and anywhere
enthusiasts gather. Tap dance can be practiced literally anywhere. And you don’t need tap shoes on to do it! The
aisles of the food store are great for traveling steps. The bathroom floor is a great practice space while brushing.
OK, tappers: put on some lively music and enjoy one of the most fun activities ever invented!
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It’s a ‘wrap’ on TAP HAPPY! 2020

High-energy show offers plenty of variety

Framing Cambier Park event sign highlighting RCT’s Feb. 25 show are (l-r): Diane Andrick, Cindy Padgett,
Marie Castle and Teri Ruger.

Happy trio (l-r): Teacher/choreographer Linda Betts, Linda Albenga and RCT’s Artistic Director Judi Baruck.
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All smiles pre-show (l-r): Ruthann Quigg, Joanne
McHenry, Cheryl McCarren.

Dressed up in their “Top Hat and Tails” (l-r):
Larissa Sgarlato and Sherry Jouannet.

Mary Lou Montville preps for showtime.
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Ready for action (l-r): Jo Ann Kravitz and
Darlene Geigel.

Teacher/choreographer and Canadian snowbird Vince Parrell takes center stage on “Americano” with
Teri Ruger (l) and Marie Castle.

Teacher/choreographer Vicki Jo Boyer solo’ed to “Call Me Irresponsible.”
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Several tappers gathered donations from a willing audience, including (l-r): Judy Sandelands
and Charmaine Banky.

Part of the “Copacabana” troupe includes (l-r): Deb Chiodo, Freddi Peltz and teacher/choreographer
Marilyn DiEnno.
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Among the new numbers was the colorful and lively “It’s Only Rock ‘n Roll,” choreographed by Cindy Padgett.

Dancers performing Judi Baruck’s choreography to “Rhythm” tap their way into the final formation for this
new show number.
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RCT’s own “cowgirls” took the stage for the new “Born to Boogie,” choreographed by Judi Baruck.

FINALE!
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Donations boost awards

RCT Board to select studios for 2020 tap
scholarships
ReCreation Tappers has a record amount of cash this summer to distribute to local studios in support of their tap
programs. At the end of last summer, RCT received a donation of $3,000 for scholarships from a donor who
prefers to remain anonymous. We also received a $500 donation from the Pelican Marsh Women’s League, for
whom we performed a private show in 2019.
ReC Tappers launched its scholarships in 2014. They have been principally funded by donations made in return
for private performances, so the amount of the scholarships has varied from year to year. The scholarships are
awarded to SW Florida dance studios. Studio dance directors may award the scholarship to one or more
students. The funds must be applied to tap class tuition, competition or other performance fees for tap numbers
and/or costumes.
As previously reported to members, this winter RCT named its scholarship the Pat Vogelsang Youth Tap
Scholarship, in honor of our founder Pat Vogelsang, who passed away in late 2019.
Among candidates for the scholarships this year are Elite Dance Center, Etudes de Ballet and Dance Arts by
Maria.

This adorable trio from Etudes de Ballet performed a lively number at TAP HAPPY! 2020. Students from Elite
Dance Center also shone in solo, duet and small group numbers. RCT awarded scholarships to both studios in
2019.
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Tappers and teachers launch new season with Tap-in

Etudes de Ballet was the meeting spot for dozens of happy tappers at RCT’s Jan. 12 members-only Tap-in and
Buffet. We had two outstanding teachers, Judy Bassing and JJ Johnson, each leading Level I and Level II tap
sessions. Foursome in left photo above includes (seated): Judy Bassing (r) and her long-time friend Ronn
Daniels; (standing): Judi Baruck (l) and Wendy Evans. Ronn is a renowned tap master and mentor to both Judy
and Judi. In photo at right, Marie Castle (l) and JJ Johnson greet long-time RCT friend and Master Class
Instructor, veteran Broadway dancer and award-winning musical producer Jimmy Horvath. Jimmy was in
Naples visiting his mother, Jeannie, who is one of RCT’s founding members. Jimmy couldn’t resist the
opportunity to try a few combinations.

Teacher Judy Bassing acknowledges each of her Tap-in students at the conclusion of a session. One of the first
things she taught her class: it’s not a “flap” until you put your weight on it!
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Why tap? An expert explains
By Jan Drummond, President
RCT’s Artistic Director Judi Baruck continually mines social media and other sources for interesting and
helpful information on dancing, particularly tap. She forwarded to me a Facebook posting by top tapper Kelly
Carter Krammer. Kelly was writing for the benefit of young dance students who aspire to a professional dance
career but fail to see the value of tap classes in achieving that goal. However, her comments confirm my
opinion about the rightful place of tap in the dance world and its benefits to anyone who ties on a tap shoe.
Those of you with youthful dancers in your family, or a friend who loves to take dance classes – except for tap - may want to share this with them.

Here are highlights from Kelly’s post:
1. Tap teaches rhythm and musicality.
After teaching at numerous studios, and watching countless hours of competitions, I have found that studios that
require their students to take tap classes tend to have a better overall tap program, and their students are better
rhythmically with far better musicality. They also have a much better sense of accent, dimension and shading in
their other styles of dance. This is because in tap class students learn about music -- how to make music and
how to listen to music. Your tap shoes are your instrument, and you are the musician. By learning to dance as
both a dancer and a musician, you will find your inner rhythm and have a better sense of the beat of the music.

2. Tap teaches how to count and how to listen to the music
Every time I start a new tap class, we count. Why? Not all music is counted in eights. There is a good chance
that you are dancing to music in different time signatures without even knowing it. If you understand how to
listen and count music, imagine what that could do to the quality of your dancing. Tap class explores how to
count in different note values: quarter notes, eighth notes, triplets and sixteenth notes. Tap dancing teaches basic
music theory, and the better we understand the music, the better we can dance to it!

3. Tap is a foundational American performing art
Tap’s emphasis on sound and rhythm makes it a foundational performing art. Taking tap classes will improve
any dancer’s skills. And, finally, tap is an important part of America’s dance history. It has influenced dance,
film, music and social change in America – it is truly an American art form.
About Kelly Carter Krammer
Kelly Carter Krammer trained with the American Tap Dance Foundation in New York City and has been
teaching dance and choreographing since 2011 at studios across the US. Kelly has won many awards for her
choreography at regional and national level competitions. She has also taught classes at national dance
competitions and conventions, and judged several regional and national competitions. Kelly hopes to continue
to inspire dancers and encourage the art of tap dancing among young students.
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Sage advice for adult dancers
Alert tapper Deb Chiodo spotted this helpful (and comforting) article offering advice to adult dancers from The
Rockettes somewhere online (there is A LOT of Rockettes-related content out there – very fun browsing!).
Here are seven ways dance classes are different for adults than for youngsters:
The combinations move faster. OK, it is possible that the dance combinations only seem faster. Perhaps your
body and brain are just a little slower than they used to be. Hey, dancing while adulting is challenging, so be
patient with yourself. It will get better (and easier!) with practice.
Gravity feels stronger. Gravity has always done its thing, but this time around your legs definitely feel heavier
and your jumps less elevated. The good news is that as an adult dancer you’re already defying expectations, so
why not gravity, too?
Your dance mates are diverse. If you took dance classes when you were young, everyone in class was about
the same age, with similar experiences in dance and in life. Looking around the studio at your fellow adult
dancers, you’ll see an amazingly diverse group, and it’s awesome!
Dancewear isn’t uniform. Adult dancers don’t always have to follow a strict dress code, which is good
because as your body ages things naturally shift and change. You may spend some time finding the right
dancewear these days, but thanks to the internet at least you’ve got options.
Your memory is different. You’ll remember that some things came a whole lot easier to you in your youth.
You may even long to have just a little bit of your past flexibility, strength or energy. That dancer is still in
there, so let your younger self motivate and inspire you.
Details seem more delightful. Those who danced as children worried about having the highest leap, being able
to do perfect splits or landing a lead role. As an adult, there’s no pressure to compete with other students and
it’s the “little things” like facial expressions or even a good plie that make you really happy.
Dancing is just for you. As an adult dancer, your desire to dance comes from within or you probably wouldn’t
do it. Taking dance class is all about you now—enjoy it.
******************************************************************************************

It’s not too early to mark your calendars
Take a few moments and enter these RCT special event dates on your calendars – all of them!
Saturday, December 12: Last Open Session of 2020 with holiday after-party, including refreshments, raffle
drawing and door prizes

2021
Sunday, January 10: Members-only Tap-in and Buffet
Date TBD: TAP HAPPY! 2021: Our annual show at Cambier Park bandshell, Naples
Sunday, March 28: It’s the Snowbird Send-Off, with a fun do-it-yourself buffet, Conga line included
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These two tappers met WHERE?
By Deb Ramos
Picture it: A chilly August in Scotland – on an Isle of Skye ferry.
That’s where my long-time tap buddy Marilyn Robinson and I marveled at our chance meeting. As we were
disembarking, I had looked out a window and saw Marilyn walking down the stairs to the deck I was on. I
hurried to greet her -- she screamed, I screamed and we hugged each other like true long-lost tap dance sisters.
We discovered that we both were traveling through some of the same European countries. Marilyn, who left
RCT when she moved to Connecticut a couple of seasons ago, reported that she has yet to find a tap group that
compares to RCT. She may just have to re-invent herself as a new “Cindy” or “Judi” and share her joy of tap
dancing with those Connecticut Yankees!

Deb Ramos (l) and Marilyn Robinson met by chance on a Scottish ferry last summer. They had shared many
enjoyable hours at Cindy Padgett’s class and onstage before Marilyn moved out of state. Marilyn continues to
tap but is still looking for a group that offers the quality of classes, cheer, camaraderie and fun performances
that RCT offers.
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